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ABOUT ME
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• App State – Class of 2017
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PRESENTATION OVERVIEW

1. Brief Overview of Generative AI

2. Dos and Don’ts of Generative AI

3. Person Vs Machine?

4. How to use it in our roles

5. How to use Chat GPT effectively



LEARNING OUTCOMES

Understand the foundational 
principles of AI and its 
transformative role in 
housing's day-to-day 

operations.

01
Recognize the myriad ways AI 

can optimize daily housing 
tasks, creating efficiency and 

foresight.

02

Discover strategies for 
effectively managing and 

overseeing AI tools and 
platforms to ensure ethical 

and optimal usage.

03
Explore the potential of AI in 

fostering innovation, 
proactive decision-making, 

and futuristic thinking in daily 
housing routines.

04 05
Envision a future where daily 

housing operations are 
seamlessly integrated with AI, 
blending human insight with 

machine precision.



Overview of AI

01
1. What is one part of your job that you would love AI to take over for you?



What is Generative AI?

Generative AI refers to a subset of artificial intelligence that autonomously 
creates content, mimicking existing patterns, styles, or structures. This type of 
AI learns from a plethora of data, understanding nuances and complexities, to 

produce entirely new creations — be it images, sounds, or text.

For the context of this presentation we will be focusing on text generation. 

For the context of this presentation I will be using ChatGPT as it is a free option 
and easily available. 



Ethan Mollick, 2023 https://www.oneusefulthing.org/p/how-to-use-ai-to-do-stuff-an-opinionated



USING CHATGPT IN HOUSING

○ Help with mundane admin tasks!
○ Provide new ideas!
○ Content creation!
○ Take back our time! 
○ Give our brains a rest!
○ Fix our errors
○ Check our work
○ Enhance our Work
○ Make work more fun!
○ ChatGPT and GAI can make things more 

accessible and help us do things we were 
not thinking about!

○ More Time to give back to students, 
staff, and meetings!

○ Embrace, resistance is futile!



02 Do’s and Don’ts of AI

1. How many of you have had an experience with ChatGPT either using or 
someone else using it. 



AI Rules
● Don't trust it completely as it is an AI model and may 

have limitations in its responses. AI is best used for 
tasks that do not have yes/no answer right/wrong.

● Avoid giving it any personal information as it is not a 
human and cannot ensure data privacy. Protecting 
university sensitive data. *Follow your university 
policy

● Proofread the work it creates to avoid any errors or 
misunderstandings, look at everything like a 1st draft

● Copy AI content over correctly and re format it.

● Be aware that it is a new technology and may be 
regulated and has legal/ethical considerations.



EXAMPLES OF SHORTCOMINGS



EXAMPLES OF SHORTCOMINGS



EXAMPLES OF SHORTCOMINGS



Other Examples!



Person
Versus
Machine!



Please work to complete the task below:

Community Survey: Develop a comprehensive questionnaire for residents to gather 
feedback on their satisfaction with current community services and suggestions for 
improvement. Include a mix of multiple-choice and open-ended questions, and plan 
for a method to distribute and collect responses.



Please work to complete the task below:

Please come up with a list of 10 to 15 unique and fun program ideas that a university 
Resident Advisor could do for their residents in a first year community that is having 
issues with people staying in their rooms and not engaging with each other. The 
residents are also really into video games so bonus point if the theme is related to 
that. 



Please work to complete the task below:

Conflict Resolution: “You are a Hall Director and two upper division residents in your 
community have an ongoing dispute about noise complaints during late hours. Write a 
formal letter addressing the issue, proposing a compromise, and outlining the 
consequences if the issue persists."



How to use ChatGPT 
in our work
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1. If you have used ChatGPT what have you used it for?



WAYS TO USE AI IN HOUSING

Community Engagement
• Program planning
• Bulletin Boards
• Door Decs
• Learning Outcomes

Data Management
• Organizing data
• Making meaning of data
• Creating Excel code
• Code

Emails
• Writing
• Reviewing
• Changing tone
• Asking for feedback

Content Creation
• Website Design
• Creating policy and 

documents
• Creating flyers from policy
• Social Media

Meetings
• Creating agendas
• Sumarize minutes
• Activity ideas

Misc
• End of year celbration script
• Creating awards
• Letters of Rec, recognition



How to use Chat GPT 
Effectively?
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CREATING THE PROMPTS

01 02 03 04 05

Identify your Task Set The Scene Desired Outcome

Context is Key Tone and Style



MAKING CHATGPT WORK FOR YOU

Enter Prompts and adjust
• Enter prompt answeing all the 

questions.
• Tweak prompt, or ask for variation
• Continue to engage to adjust to 

your needs.

Format
Copy ChatGPT to a document making 
sure to clear formatting**
Read over everything, make sure it 
makes sense, and there are no errors. 
(It does well with spelling but logic can 
be a struggle)

40%

60%



Other Tricks
Priming 
ChatGPT
Create text and 
lanaguge for a 
specific area that you 
save and can use to 
get ChatGPT primed 
before doing a tasks. 

Practice
Practice using 

ChatGPT for 
everyday task to get 

use to it. Like 
cooking, routines, 

wokouts, time 
management 

Using past 
Chats 
ChatGPT saves all old 
chats and you can 
label them and re 
engage

Limitations
Limited in 

charecters so break 
things up and build 

out larger task



RESEARCH ON YOUR OWN!

NPR Planet Money Podcast:3 part Series
Reddit r/ChatGPT

Google
Institutuion sessions
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